Strategic Church Planning for the Built Environment:
An approach to religious facilities projects that begins with
informed decision-making and long-term thinking to align
sustainable operations with high-level pastoral vision.

Stewardship of Place is a

participatory pre-design process

used to assess and address the needs
of dynamic, faith-based communities.

It is participatory because active
involvement builds ownership & consensus
and ensures accountability of the design
to the needs & desires of its users.
It is pre-design to prevent wasted energy
and resources by entering the design phase
with consensus & clarity of vision integrated
with all aspects of the community’s activities.
It is a process that captures data &
stimulates dialogue to generate strategic
planning for an engaging, authentic,
and missional built environment.
As stewards, we are called and challenged to judiciously plan and
use resources in accordance with a ministry’s mission and needs.
But, we must also recognize the importance of place and space
as invaluable resources to shape peoples' experiences and the
fruitfulness of ministry. The Stewardship of Place approach bridges the gap between ideas and spatial decision-making. The approach is flexible to address a range of project types and scales:
the re-design of a single room or garden, planning for the new use
of an existing space, building a new church facility and sanctuary,
extensive renovations, campus master planning, or community &
regional planning.

Our Process & Services. The Stewardship of Place approach provides a clear

road-map for your project. Our facilitators act as advisors and advocates to set informed goals and identify challenges. We provide early assessments on a range of considerations that will impact short- and
long-term thinking about undertaking a design & construction project.
The specific services we provide and the techniques we use will be tailored to the individual situation
of each client and potential project. The most common studies and tasks to be completed are: project
programming, needs assessment, site selection and assessment, regulations and building code analysis,
feasibility studies, project schedule creation, analysis of customer experience, research of competitors,
and selection of the project design team.

Initial Assessment and
Project Framework
Beginning with interviews and research,
our initial assessment is focused on the
physical environment and current use of
the facilities and its relationship to the local
neighborhood. This analytics-driven phase
would include review and of denominational organization pastoral plans and community-based planning information to clarify
broader goals.
• Facility Analysis – a review of physical facilities and
existing documentation; production of plans or other
drawings to document existing conditions; review of
maintenance schedule and records; observation and
analysis of how spaces are used.
• Project Assessment – an early look at regulatory
constraints, operations and maintenance, architectural
& construction factors that will inform the potential
project feasibility.
• Demographic Analysis – location-based analysis of
ministry-relevant demographics of your current and/or
potential sites. Data is drawn from census data, social
and religious studies, city and regional planning information, and anecdotal history.
• Congregational Assessment – a examination of
visitor experience, ministry growth potential through
focus groups and questionnaires.

Community Engagement
and Visioning
Our team will engage with church leadership and the congregation to guide participants in sculpting a vision for the future
environment. It is not enough to just ask
people what they want; the process must
provide the time and space needed for the
church community as a whole to explore
ideas, aspirations, and potentials.
Unlike an architect’s visioning or schematic
design phase, this pre-design process provides feedback on a broad range of issues
and does not assume that the answer will
be a building.
• Process Planning – coordination of key decision makers (committee members, lay leaders, pastors) and
facilitation of project meetings and communication.
• Vision Workshops – small and large forums for gathering community input and exploring emerging ideas
for growth and expansion.
• Education – provides the congregation with clear information about the scale & scope of the project so
that expectations and goals are clearly laid out.

Partnering. Through the Stewardship of Place, our approach is partnership. Our team be-

comes an advisor, advocate, and co-laborer with your church leadership, building committee, and congregation as client representatives. The Stewarship of Place process coordinates with all other professionals
required for your project—fundraising and capital campaign consultants, pastoral planners, architects,
designers—by providing supporting data and establishing shared communications channels.
Your project team should include advisors, church leadership, and professionals who understand and respect denominational character and the life of the particular faith community; engage and embody the
identity of the local church; and bring experience with different denominations and approaches to “doing
church” for cross-pollination of programmatic and design possibilities.

Needs Assessment
and Programming

Formation of the
Design Team

Having the right data is essential for clear,
transparent, and efficient decision making.
We gather data both from within the congregation and from outside sources, and
present it back to decision makers in a way
that supports strong stewardship choices.

With data, community buy-in, and a strategic plan in place the next and final step is
to create the professional design team that
can bring the church’s vision to fruition. Our
team helps to identify the right design team
members and serves as the client advocate
to make sure that all design decisions meet
the highest standard and support the vision
of the larger church community.

• Needs Assessment – gathering and analysis of information both internal and external to the church (such
as larger area demographics) to provide a clear foundation for programmatic decision-making.
• Programming –working closely with church staff
and congregation members to assess the needs of
the church and find which needs require building
solutions, and which needs could strategically be addressed by other means.
• Liturgical Planning and Worship Consulting – analysis of all liturgical needs and denominational directives to ensure their integration into all future design
plans. Advising on potential and innovative worship
experiences as well.
• Capital Campaign Partnership – creates a larger
development strategy with capital campaign staff
and consultants in order to support potential building
projects with an understanding of future financial parameters.

• Architect Selection – careful crafting and coordination of a Request for Proposal/Qualifications to local,
regional, or national firms, depending on the scope
and goals of project.
• Client Representation – continuation of managerial and analytical support throughout the design and
building phases of the project.
• Communication and O&M Planning – final collection
and presentation of all relevant project information in
order to serve future conversations on operations,
maintenance, and smaller future projects that build off
the initial facilities building efforts.

Why? Why take the Stewardship of Place approach?

Because as Strategic Church Planners for the Built Environment, we:
• assist your community to articulate their vision into clear,
actionable goals and to sculpt spaces that enable those goals;
• guide you through the design and development process
with your mission and identity as our focus;
• provide insight for a fraction of the cost of a design contract,
bringing expertise to the church leadership, staff, and/or building
committee long before designers are traditionally selected;
• work collaboratively, partnering with fundraisers, developers,
architects, building inspectors, contractors, and engineers;
• help you plan for what is to come in the design
process, from visioning to construction;
• speak the language of architects, engineers, and city
development staff. We can represent you and ensure your
needs are being met and your goals implemented;
• manage congregation expectations, facilitate
communication, and assist with change management;
• don’t have a financial stake in the future design process and
make objective assessments as an advocate and advisor.

Who we are. The Stewardship of Place process is a partnership

between GO collaborative and Locus Iste. The collaboration combines professional experience in urban planning, architecture, community engagement, and
project management.
GO collaborative is a design and planning firm focused on the connection

between people and place. Sarah Gamble, architect, and Lynn Osgood, urban
planner and facilitator, assist clients with project visioning, community engagement,
and initial schematic design planning. www.gocoaustin.com

Locus Iste examines the theory, history, and practice of architecture

in service of liturgy and worship. Jason John Paul Haskins, researcher and design
consultant, facilitates the strategic planning and participatory design of the built
environment in service of religious communities. www.locusiste.org

info@gocoaustin.com or 512.203.6110

